
WE OWN THE R IN MDR

The World’s Most Complete Threat Response Capability
To build a more responsive security operation, you need more than just alerts. You need a partner who goes further to prevent your 
business from ever being disrupted. When it comes to response, it’s how we do it that makes all the difference.

RESPONSE  
SPEED 

We Find and Stop Cyber Threats  
Faster Than Anyone

When your business’s reputation and 
operations are under attack, every minute 
matters. Our Atlas XDR platform instantly 

detects and blocks threats millions of  
times per day. When human intuition is 
required, our 24/7 experts are on guard  

to protect you with a Mean Time to  
Contain of only 15 minutes.

RESPONSE  
EXPERTISE 

We Don’t Just Alert You to  
Cyber Threats, We Act On Them
We never throw alerts over the fence  

to you like other MSSPs and MDR providers. 
We take real ownership of protecting  

your business, responding to ensure cyber 
threats are contained and remediated,  
and your business operations continue  

to run smoothly. An attack on you,  
is an attack on us.

RESPONSE  
COVERAGE 

We Continuously Protect You Across 
Your Complete Cyberattack Surface

Be confident your defenses are always  
one step ahead. Our global SOCs are  

home to the industry’s only 24/7 threat 
hunters and with eSentire’s unique  

multi-signal intelligence, you can sleep  
easy knowing that whenever, wherever  

a new cyber threat is detected, we’ll  
always respond to protect you. 

eSentire Response and Remediation 
D ATA  S H E E T :D ATA  S H E E T :

www.esentire.com

As part of our Multi-Signal MDR service we ingest signal sources that drive data correlation, cyber threat analysis and kill  
switch response capabilities. When combined we deliver full attack surface visibility, deep investigation, threat detection,  
and complete response. 
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Response + Remediation You Can Trust
 +    Our Atlas Extended Detection and Response (XDR) Cloud Platform ingests over 20M signals per day, makes sense of  

the data and then automatically blocks over 3M threats per day based on IOCs and malicious IPs known to eSentire.

 +    We add over 400 indicators of compromise daily to our machine learning models based on original research, proactive 
threat hunting and threat intelligence driven across our global customer base.

 +    When an automated response isn’t possible our 24/7 SOC and Elite Threat Hunters will perform rapid investigations and 
initiate response measures on your behalf. These are documented, pre-approved and customizable.

 +   Standard response procedures include:

 •  Preventing infected endpoints from spreading to other machines.

 •  Isolating ransomware, data exfiltration and hands-on keyboard attackers.

 •  Quarantining malicious files and terminating processes.

 •  Stopping/removing service and registry keys.

 •  Preventing compromised email accounts from forwarding compromised communications.

 •  Phishing attempts reported, investigated and remediated.

 •  Facilitated organizational retroactive email purges.

 •  Account and access suspension to stop compromised users from corrupting data or applications.

 •  Correcting critical misconfigurations across your multi-cloud environments.

 •  Preventing any devices on the network from communicating with known bad actors based on eSentire Threat Intelligence.

 •  Tactically disrupting network connections involved in investigations or incidents.

eSentire MDR goes beyond alerting and host isolation to deliver complete and robust response. We delve deep into the incident 
response life cycle, eradicating threats, and remediating security incidents as part of our standard multi-signal MDR service.

In the event that digital forensics evidence, litigation testimony or crime scene reconstruction is required, our Cyber 
Investigations team can provide complete Digital Forensics and Incident Response support capable of bearing scrutiny in  
a court of law.

How to Spot MDR Fact vs Fiction
With hundreds of Managed Detection and Response (MDR) service providers and every company saying the same thing  
when it comes to “Response”, you need to learn how to separate MDR fact from fiction to select the right MDR provider to 
secure your business.

www.esentire.com

VS.VS.
eSentire MDR

Goes beyond alerting to provide multi-signal 
visibility, threat containment, and complete 

response to cyberattacks on your behalf with a 
15-minute Mean Time to Contain.

Fake MDR
Crushes you with alerts, has limited threat 

visibility and leaves you to contain cyber 
threats on your own with “guided remediation”.
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Real MDR addresses five measurable components of your protection:

Not All MDR Is Created Equal
How supported do you want to be across the Response spectrum?

Included Response and Remediation Actions 

www.esentire.com

MDR  
Detection

The Other Guys MSSP The Other Guys MDR

MDR  
Response

MDR  
Remediation

Digital Forensics and 
Incident Response (DFIR)

 •   Threat Intelligence  - How is my organization keeping 
up with the evolving threat landscape?

 •   Visibility - How is my organization accounting for 
sensitive data and potential blind spots? 

 •   Automation - How many threats am I able to 
automatically block? 

 •   Human-led Threat Detection, Response,  
and Remediation  - How fast is my organization able to 
investigate, respond, and remediate identified threats? 

 •   Risk reduction over time - How is my provider 
leveraging data and lessons learned from ongoing MDR 
operations to reduce my risk over time? 

"We investigated and we can 
confirm with a high degree 
of confidence that this is a 
threat to your business."

"We contained the 
threat so it didn't have a 

chance to spread."

"Now, we're working on kicking 
out the adversary for good 
and/or getting the affected 
assets operational again."

Dependent on event context. 
Typically full DFIR investigations are 
required in events where insurance 

providers, regulators, or law 
enforcement become involved. 

Support eSentire The Other Guys

Multi-Signal Visibility MDR - Detection Not always multi-signal

Rapid Human-Led Investigations MDR - Detection

Containment in 15 Minutes MDR - Response Inconsistent MTTC

Automated Response Driven by XDR Platform MDR - Response

Endpoint Threat Containment MDR - Response

Quarantine Files MDR - Response You’re Responsible

Hash Blocking MDR - Response You’re Responsible

Account and Access Suspension MDR - Response You’re Responsible

Network Isolation MDR - Response You’re Responsible

Blocking Compromised Email Accounts MDR - Response You’re Responsible

Terminate Malicious Processes MDR - Remediation You’re Responsible

Facilitated Retroactive Email Purges MDR - Remediation You’re Responsible

System Reboot MDR - Remediation You’re Responsible

Removal of Registry Keys/Values MDR - Remediation You’re Responsible

Threat Eradication MDR - Remediation You’re Responsible

Root Cause Analysis eSentire MDR and DFIR Limited

Digital Forensics Analysis DFIR Limited

Crime Scene Reconstruction DFIR Limited

E-Discovery DFIR Limited
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Why XDR Matters 
The Atlas XDR Cloud Platform makes eSentire MDR possible. Patented machine learning and proprietary threat content from 
our Threat Response Unit (TRU) eliminates noise, enabling real-time detection & response, and automatically blocking over 3M 
threats per day. 
 
Our XDR platform is capable of answering questions like:

 

When there are very high-confidence answers to all of these questions, eSentire threat response can be fully automated.  
This entirely removes human effort from the process. 

In cases where there’s some ambiguity and human intuition is required, the platform gives our 24/7 SOC Analysts and 
Elite Threat Hunters in-depth information that makes their jobs easier. It also allows them to be more creative, have more 
confidence in their effectiveness, and stop more threats.

If you’re experiencing a security incident or breach contact us             1-866-579-2200

Contact Us

Ready to get started?Ready to get started?
We’re here to help! Submit your information and an eSentire representative  We’re here to help! Submit your information and an eSentire representative  

will be in touch to demonstrate how eSentire Multi-Signal MDR stops threats  will be in touch to demonstrate how eSentire Multi-Signal MDR stops threats  
before they impact your business.before they impact your business.

 •  Which of these pieces of information are relevant?

 •  Which of these events are related?

 •   Which activities are obviously, clearly and  
demonstrably malicious?

 •   When is it appropriate to initiate an automated 
response workflow?

 •  What requires further analysis and human attention?

 •   How many IT assets do I have, where are they,  
and how has that number changed over time?

 •   Which of my assets might be the target of a  
cyberattack in the future?

 •   How does my external risk compare to my  
industry peers? 

eSentire is the Authority in Managed Detection and Response, protecting the critical data and applications of 1200+ organizations in 75+ countries, 
representing 35 industries from known and unknown cyber threats. Founded in 2001, the company’s mission is to hunt, investigate and stop cyber threats 
before they become business disrupting events. Combining cutting-edge machine learning XDR technology, 24/7 Threat Hunting, and proven security 
operations leadership, eSentire mitigates business risk, and enables security at scale. The Team eSentire difference means enterprises are protected 
by the best in the  business with a named Cyber Risk Advisor, 24/7 access to SOC Cyber Analysts & Elite Threat Hunters, and industry-leading threat 
intelligence research from eSentire’s Threat Response Unit (TRU). eSentire provides Managed Risk, Managed Detection and Response and Incident  
Response services. For more information, visit www.esentire.com and follow @eSentire.

https://www.esentire.com/get-started?utm_source=website&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=XDR&utm_content=ebook

